My Favourite Colour is Moda
Block 1
This block consists mainly of half-square triangles (HST’s), so let’s review the best way to tackle them.
In the pattern booklet, the sewing instructions tell you to cut each 7” square in half to make the triangles
before sewing them together, but I don’t recommend this method because the newly-cut edges will be on
the bias. Bias edges are notoriously stretchy, resulting in distorted, ripply seams. Here’s a better method:
1. Leave your 7” squares intact. Pair up the fabrics that need to be sewn together and align all raw edges,
right sides together (with Bella solids, there is no discernible difference between right and wrong sides,
so don’t worry about it). Place them with the lighter coloured fabric on top.
2. Using a Quilter’s Magic Wand, place the etched laser line on two opposite corners of the top square and
trace along each side of the Magic Wand with a Frixion pen or other Rine marker.

3. If you have a Pfaff sewing machine (and we hope you do!), engage your IDT dual-feed, put on either
your 0A or ¼” foot without a guide, and choose the needle-down setting. Start sewing on a buddy (scrap
of fabric), sew off the buddy for about ½”, then start sewing along one of the lines you have drawn. Sew off
that piece, then continue onto the next set of squares, again sewing along one of the drawn lines. When
you have completed the entire set of blocks, turn around and sew the second drawn line on each square.

Because you are sewing through the middle areas of these squares, rather than along a cut bias edge, your
fabric is stabilized and doesn’t stretch or distort. If you see any rippling between the two sewn lines after
you Rinish, just give it a light pressing to smooth.
4. Cut from corner to corner, between the two sewn seams. Use a regular ruler to guide your rotary
blade. Do not use your Magic Wand for this purpose -- it is designed as a marking tool, not a
cutting tool! You now have two triangles.

5. Take a triangle and place it on your cutting table. With the Triangle Square-Up ruler, Rind the 6½” line
and place it on your seam line. Pay careful attention to the ends of the line, making sure they sit on the
seam. There will be a little bit of fabric overhan
ging the two edges of the ruler – trim this off, then trim the “dog ears” from the corners.

6. Place the trimmed triangle dark side facing up on your ironing board and lightly press the seam line
and fabric. This relaxes the Ribres, giving a better result. Lift the top layer of fabric and fold it over to the
board, gently persuading it to lie Rlat. Press the seam without pushing into it. You want the seam line to be
straight and Rlat, with no pleats or distortions, and it should be lying under the dark side of the resulting
half-square triangle. Your block should now measure 6½” square and the seam line between the two
fabrics should hit the corners exactly:

Helpful hints:
When sewing your HST’s together into rows, you may Rind that some of your seam allowances in the
triangles don’t nest together because of the direction of the pressing. At this point, you can always alter
the direction of your seam orientation when this happens because nothing has been sewn down.
However, once you start to sew the rows together, this isn’t an option. If you run into non-nesting seams,
here’s what to do:
1. Change the direction of the top seam allowance as you’re sewing. I like to use an awl to control my
fabrics – lets me hold the fabric really close to the needle without risking my Ringers!
2. When pressing after sewing, you’ll notice that your seam allowance is now twisted and lumpy. To solve
this problem, cut the affected seam allowance right up to but not into the seam somewhere in the
middle. Use very sharp scissors and be careful. Then press each half of the seam allowance in the
appropriate direction.

When putting your rows together, press the Rirst, third and Rifth rows in one direction and the second,
fourth, and sixth rows in the opposite direction so that at least the block intersections nest together
nicely.

